Enter the world of Transformers, where the new generation of Heroic Autobots and Evil Decepticons battle head to head in a world where things are not as they seem!

Caution: Do not point weapon at eyes or face.

NOTE: Adult supervision may be necessary for younger children.

NOTE: Excessive force is not necessary.
STEP 2
Pull out front legs and bend them into indentations on sides of dinosaur. Separate halves of dinosaur head apart.

STEP 3
Pull sides out slightly. Swing sides up and around to form robot's feet.

STEP 4
Pull rear legs out slightly and swing them half way around. Bend rear legs at knees to reveal robot's feet.
**STEP 5**
Split dinosaur tail. From the front, grasp large scales and lift up and back.

**STEP 6**
Pull up robot's head. Hint: Push up robot's head from behind. Lock into place. Swing scales down behind robot's head.

**STEP 7**
Hold lower body. Twist upper body halfway around to face rear.

**STEP 8**
Pull legs outward at hips to stand robot. Push upper body down onto hips.
Insert vigor sword and electron gun into fists.

When converting robot back to dinosaur, reverse the order of the instructions.

Peel and apply labels as shown.